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Media Release Form
I, the undersigned, understand that my (child’s) participation in TFA sanctioned activities,
programs, tournaments and events (collectively called “TFA Events”) is on a voluntary basis. I
irreversibly grant permission to the Texas Forensic Association, its related entities, and their
respective employees, agents and representatives (collectively called “TFA”), the full right to
create and obtain, in the past, present, and in the future, images, photographs, video, audio,
interviews, stories, performances, and any other recordings, documents or materials, in any
known or future media, of my name, image, voice, likeness, performance, and other items
(collectively called “Recordings”) at TFA Events. I also authorize TFA to copyright, adapt, edit,
translate, summarize, reproduce, perform, display, distribute, publish, license, sell, broadcast,
post or stream over the internet, and otherwise use and allow others to use any and all parts of
the Recordings, in any and all forms of media that TFA deems suitable.
I hereby waive any rights to inspect or approve the finished photographs or electronic matter
that may be used in conjunction with them now or in the future, whether that use is known or
unknown to me.
I agree that I shall have no right, title, or interest in or to the Recordings (or any work comprising
or based on the Recordings, in whole or in part) and that all right, title, interest in and to the
Recordings belongs to TFA. I waive any and all rights to payment or other compensation
(monetary or otherwise) arising from or relating to the use of the Recordings. I further agree to
release, defend, and hold harmless TFA from any claims, damages, or liabilities related to the
Recordings or TFA’s use thereof. I understand this Release is governed by the laws of the State
of Texas, USA.
By signing this form, I acknowledge that I have completely read and fully understand the above
release and agree to be bound thereby. I hereby release any and all claims against any person
or organization utilizing this material for the aforementioned purposes.
I represent that I am at least eighteen (18) years of age, or if not, that I have also secured
the signature of my parent or legal guardian.

Student Name (PRINT)

Student Signature

Date (MM/DD/YYYY)

I represent that I am the parent or legal guardian of the student above-named student,
that I have read and understood the release and have the legal authority to execute the
release.

Parent/Guardian Name (PRINT)

08/2020

Parent/Guardian Signature
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